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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
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Introduction
Probably all will agree with Dr. Wilson1 that
the ability and the disposition to read constitute the
largest result of the school 1 s work with children.
Because of the complexity of the reading process and
of the difficulty of detecting the various abilities
comprised therein, any research which contributes to a
more intelligent understanding of the problems involved
is welcomed by workers in this field. The present study
is an analysis of the reading difficulties shown by third
grade pupils in three different classrooms. At the out-
set the following questions were proposed: What kinds of
errors are made by third grade pupils? Are some types of
error more common to certain intelligence levels than to
others? If so, what errors are made at the various levels?
In a doctor's dissertation Dorris May Lee asserts
that a great change has come in the attitude of educators
during the last thirty years. Since the development of
mental measurement, knowledge of individual differences
has expanded and increased enormously. A better understand-
ing of the relationship of mental ability to the accomplish-
ment of school tasks is one of the outcomes o* this
E. Wilson and G. M, Wilson, The Motivation of
School Work , Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1916, p. 57
Dorris May Lee, The Importance of Read ing for
Achieving in Grades Four , Five , and Six, Contribution to
Education, >To. 556, Bureau of Publications, Teachers'
College, Columbia University, N.Y.
,
1933, p. 54

increased knowledge. However, differences in mental
ability, important as they are, do not explain all the
differences in educational achievement,
Ladd3 tells us that for more than eighty years psy-
chologists have been investigating problems touching uoon
reading ability. Many factors have been suspected of
bearing causal relationship to success or failure in
reading. From among these factors Dr. Ladd has singled
out in her study^ six, thought tc be certainly associated
with reading ability, seven, whose relation to reading
is thought to be contingent or problematical, and six,
thought to be not associated with reading progress.
The six having very probable causal relationship to
reading ability she names as follows: intelligence,
vocabulary, perception, visual and auditory discrimina-
tion, eye movements, and methods and. materials of in-
struction. Factors whose relation to reading she be-
lieves is contingent are visual and auditory acuity,
speech defects, handedness and neural dominance, interest,
foreign language background, socio-economic status,
and personality adjustment. Factors thought not to be
associated with reading ability are sex, chronological
age, physical health and development, "congenital word-
blindness", attendance at school, and influence of the
teacher.
^Margaret Rhoads Ladd, The Relation of SoclaljEconomi c.
and Personality Character is tics to Reading Disability
.
Contribution to Education, T ro. 532, Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers' College, Columbia University, n.Y.,
1933, pp. 17-20
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A study by Torgerson and Shuman^ showed that when
the same educational opportunities have been provided
among oupils of the same mental age those having high
intelligence quotients read better than those having low
intelligence quotients. They5 state that while the data
of their study are not conclusive, they present consider-
able evidence to support the contention that the accomplish-
ment of pupils of the same mental age who are given the same
opportunity for learning, will, in general 3 vary in direct
ratio with the intelligence quotient. The data show fur-
ther that pupils with high intelligence quotients have lew
accomplishment quotients if they are required to work in
grades below their mental levels. This suggests the impor-
tance of proper grading and classification.
Dickson^ discussing the same question states it thus;
Let us suppose that two first-grade children have the same
mental age of approximately six years. If one is a normal
child with an intelligence quotient of 100, or thereabouts,
while the other is a dull-over-aere child of eight or nine
years, with an intelligence quotient of 70 or 75, the prob-
ability is that the younger, normal child will do better
work than the older, mentally retarded pupil, even though the
two are of the same mental age. It seems that the alertness
4T. L. Torgerson and Irene Shuman, The Vpriabilitv of the
Accomplishments of Pupils of the Same Mental Level, Journal
of Educational Re search
.
XI, (February, 1935) p. 134
5Ibid, p. 136
g
V. E. Dickson, Mental Tests and the Classroom Teacher ,
p. 231
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of the normal mind more than balances the years of addi-
tional experience of the duller child. Whatever the
cause, studies made relative to this point lead to the
conclusion that, while mental age does indicate similar
possibilities of accomplishment, yet the child with nor-
mal intelligence is likely to have some advantage over
the child of the same mental age but with a low intelli-
gence.
Brooks, as reported by Gray, 7 through the use of
the Pearson product-moment formula, found a positive
correlation between mental age and reading achievement.
The coefficients varied from .462 in the case of reading
rate, as measured by the Monroe Standardized Silent Reading
Test, to .774 in the case of comprehension, as measured by
the Courtis Reading Test, No. 2.
In tracing back to their origins the reading diffi-
culties of some children and their distaste for the sub-
ject, the Department of Educational Council8 in Winnetka,
Illinois, found that in several instances the children's
mental ages on entering the first grade had been low and
the discouragement had resulted from their first attempts
to learn to read. This discouragement sometimes resulted
'William S. Gray, Summary of Reading Investigations,
Elementary School Journal
.
XXVI, (April, 1926) pp. 574-584
8M. V.Horphett and C.W.Washburne , When Should Children
Begin to Read? Elementary School Journal
.
XXXI, (March, 1931)
p. 496

in a mental set against reading, which lasted for years
and which ha.mpered all their school work. The Research
Department of the Council then took up the task of discov-
ering the period in the mental development of children,
when, as a rule, there is the best chance of their learning
to read readily. The data derived from this study show
that there is a fairly high degree of relationship between
mental age and reading progress. Of the three measures of
intelligence,- the mental age, the average of the mental
and chronological ages, and the intelligence ouotient,-
mental age shows the greatest degree of relationship,
although the differences are slight. The correlations
ranged from .50 to .85. The results of the study seem
to warrant the conclusion of the experimenters, that by
postponing the teaching of reading until children reach
a mental level of six and. a. half years, teachers can
greatly decrease the chances of failure and. discourage-
ment and can correspondingly increase their efficiency.
Further, the investigation would seem to establish that
the mental level of six and a half years seems to be the
point beyond which there is little to be gained by post-
poning the teaching of reading.
On the other hand, Langle
y
9 believes that children
would progress faster if formal training in language were
postponed until the child is seven or eight years of age
and has had imaginative and constructive play activities
9E.E.Langley, When Shall We Learn To Read? Child
Study , VIII, (January, 1931), pp. 135-136
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provided for him instead of formal reading, writing:, and
number work. She feels that from the point of view of the
child's development the early book is 8. mistake, and that
the bookworm child is being: deprived of his heritage.
Dr. Durrell^ has this to say on the same subject:
Many confusions seemed to be caused by starting to teach
the subject to the child before he is mentally mature
enough or has had an adeo_uate background to learn at the
normal rate. It is often the case that the child starts
the first grade with a mental age of less than five years,
or a full year below the average of his class. The rate
of learning in reading is such that the child spends a
year of confusion, guessing at flash words and trying to
memorize the stories that go with the pictures. The next
year, with mental age almost up to the average of the first
grade, the child continues his habits of guessing, and at
the end of the year, having spent the required two years in
the grade, he is passed to the second grade with all his
confusions and no hope of catching up.
While as yet there is no conclusive evidence regarding the
minimum mental age at which to start any school subject,
the experimentation with measures of reading readiness and
arithmetical background should eventually yield reliable
methods for determining whether a child is ready to start
these subjects.
^Donald D. Durrell, Confusions in Learning
. Reprint
from Education
.
February, 1932
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Numerous investigations throw some light on the
problem of the effect of chronological age within a grade
upon reading achievement. Brooks11 in reporting on this
question says that in the St. Louis Survey12 as the result
of testing 4463 elementary school pupils, it was found that
the average Gray Oral Reading scores for the chronological
age groups in the first grade decrease as one passes from
the seven-year-old groups to the eight- and nine-year-old
groups. A careful study of the more largely re-oresented
age groups in each grn.de shows the same decrease in achieve-
ment among the older pupils in a grade. This means that in
oral reading bright pupils surge ahead while the slower
pupils in the class require more detailed help before an
equal amount of progress has been attained.
It was also found12 that the rate of silent reading
within a grade decreased with increasing age In the second
and third grades, but the.t this tendency was less evident
in the fourth and fifth grades, almost disappearing in the
three upper grades. In the quality of silent reading,
measured by the Gray Silent Reading Test, it was found that
after the second grade, progress in ability to comprehend
the printed page is not influenced largely by ap;e groups.
Since progress in school work depends so largely upon
ability to do effective silent reading-, it is in harmony
with natural expectation that the average quality scores
11F. D.Brooks, Chronological Age As a Factor in Reading
Achievement, School and Society
,
XX, (December 27, 1924)
pp. 126-127
12 St. Louis Survey
, Vol. II, p. 137; o. 168
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should be more similar for the various age groups than is
true in the case of oral reading,
Theisen^ reports results from the Hpggerty Silent
Reading Tests with 210 first-grade pupils, selected at
random. The correlations between chronological age and
reading achievement were all zero except one of .13
between chronological age and Test I of Sigma I in the
second grade. Theisen concludes: If age were one of the
strong factors in producing results in primary reading, we
should exoect to find a decided positive correlation
between it and the reading performance. Such a condition
would mean, in general, that the old.er the child in a
given grade the better his reading. This, however, is not
the ca.se.
Brooks^-4 states that these investigations do not
necessarily settle the question, because other factors
may be uneoually present to such an extent as to obscure
the truth. His data lend supoort to the view that chron-
ological age within a grade ie in itself of little
significance for reading achievement.
The measurement of rate of reading presents some
problems that demand attention. Brueckner and Kelby-^
tell us that the construction of a test cf reading rate
13W."7. Theisen, Factors Affecting Results in Primary
Reading, Twentieth Year Book . Part II, p. 6
14rF. D.Brooks, Chronological Age As a Factor in Reading
Achievement, School and Society
.
XX, (Dec. 27, 1924) pp. 827-828
15Leo J. Brueckner and Ernest 0. Melby, Diagnostic and
Remedial Teaching , pp. 286-287
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presents me.ny difficulties that may affect the reliabil-
ity and validity of the test scores. Test makers have
sought to prepare rate tests in such a way as to insure
at least a degree of careful reading, by requiring that
the pupil answer questions about the material he reads.
It must be remembered, however, that the measure of rate
which is thus secured is in reality a relative measure,
since the test measures the rate at which the pupil can
read certain material and answer questions about it. It
is possible that the rate for reading a large number of
short paragraphs is different from that for reading a few
long paragraphs. It is also likely, according to the same
authorities, that the purpose of the reader materially
affects his rate of reading. For example, if the reader
is reading to memorize or to get exact directions or details,
he may read at a slower rate than if he is merely seeking
the general ideas brought out in the material. Therefore,
they say, rate must be measured in terms of the purpose of
the reader. Varying rates are desirable for the varying r>ur-
poses.
Studies made by Judd, 16 Gray, 17 Sister Kathleen, 18 and
^Charles Judd, Measuring the Work of the Public
Schools,, Survey Committee of the Cleveland Foundation,
1916, pp. 155
17William S. Gray, Studies of Elementary School Read-
ing through Standardized Tests , Supplementary Educational
Monographs, Vol. I, No. 1, Dept. of Education, University
of Chicago, 1917, p. 134
1ftSister M. Kathleen, A Comparative Study of Certain
Silent Reading Tests, Catholic Educational Review
.
XXII,
pp. 589-596, 1924; XXIII, pp. 33-42. 1925
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others report a relationship between speed and comprehen-
sion reputed to be unquestionably positive*
Zirbes^-9 tells us that there is a point beyond which
rate becomes insignificant as a measure of ability, but
silent reading does not appear to be effective until a
rate of 1.3 words per second or 80 words per minute is
approximated in oral reading. At this point silent
reading seems to free the attention from vocalization
and permit an increase in the amount grasped at one
glance. This in turn reacts on the oral reading rate.
These are not arbitrary convictions but rough estimates
based on experimentation.
The writer has found little in the literature of
this field dealing with the question, "Are some types
of reading difficulty more common to certain intelligence
levels than to others? What kind of errors are made at
the various levels of mental ability?" The present study
was undertaken for the purpose of gathering data on which
to base at least tentative answers to these inquiries, and
in the hope of securing additional information pertinent
to related factors in the reading process.
19Zirbes, Laura, Diagnostic Measurement As A Basis
for Procedure. Elementary School Journal
.
XVIII,
(March, 1918), pp. 512-538
'
Hot
CHAPTER II
PLAN AND CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT
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The study involved the administration of an intelli-
gence test and a diagnostic reading test to a group of
third grade children, and an analysis and comparison of
the data resulting from these examinations.
The intelligence test used was The Stanford Revision
of the Binet-Simon Tests, 20 which was given individually
to each member of the group by graduate students of Boston
University, working under supervision, and by experienced
testers of the local school system.
The reading test employed was The Durrell x Analysis of
Reading Difficulty consisting of ten parts as follows:
1. An Oral Reading Test, with provision for checking time,
errors, phrasing, and comprehension;
2. An Oral Reading Test, with provision for recording
time, errors, number of unaided memories, inaccurate
memories, and. prompted memories;
3. A Silent Reading Test, with provisions for time and
memories as in #2;
4. A Test for Word Recognition and Word Analysis;
5. A Phonetic Inventory Test;
^Stanford Revision of the Bine t-Simon Tests ,
published by Houghton Mifflin Company
^Procedure for the Analysis of Reading Difficulty
.
Donald D. Durrell, Houghton Mifflin, 1934
I
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R. An Auditory Stimulus Pronunciation Test;
7. A Silent Reading Test for Written Recall;
8. A Spelling Test;
9. A Writing Test;
10« An Investigation of Handedness and Eyedness.
In this study the first five sections only have been
considered in the analysis of data, since these five have
closest relation to the subject. However, all ten parts
were given to the group and the resultant data are avail-
able for further study. The reading test like the intelli-
gence test was given by a group of trained workers acting
under supervision.
The subjects of the experiment were eighty-seven
third-grade pupils from three different classrooms in two
eight-grade buildings in adjacent districts. The locali-
ties are mainly residential although some stores are found
in both neighborhoods. The social status of the families
included in these school districts is quite varied, as is
also their economic standing. Among the occupations rep-
resented among the parents of the pupils are the following:
1 minister 5 policemen 2 bakers
1 physician 1 fireman 2 chefs
2 high-school teachers 1 railroad conductor 1 barber
1 pharmacist 1 electrical engineer 2 tailors
1 musician 1 contracting engineer 4 shoemakers
3 Post Office clerks 3 contractors 1 upholsterer
4 insurance brokers 6 carpenters 1 bookbinder
1 real estate broker 1 painter 2 Pullman sorters
1 auditor 4 auto mechanics 2 janitors
1 business manager 1 radio mechanic 1 chauffeur
1 dry goods merchant 1 general mechanic
2 housekeepers 2 metal workers 5 laborers
12 salesmen 1 boiler m'f'g.
1 rayon "
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With the exception of one boy who was born in Italy
but began school in this country, all the subjects are
natives of the United States or Canada. Among the parents
of these children the following foreign birthplaces were
noted: 10 from Italy, 2 from Sweden, and one each from
Germany, Turkey, Lithuania, Armenia, Russia, and Syria.
In only one of these families, however, is a foreign tongue
the ordinary language of the home.
Illness or removal from the district eliminated six
of the children at various stages of the experiment, so
that although eighty-seven were given the reading test
and their errors appear in Figure 5, only eighty-one
children were carried through the entire testing program.
This will explain the varying totals at different parts
of the study,- namely, eighty-seven, eighty-three, eighty-
two, and eighty-one.
The testing period began in the latter part of
December and carried through all of January and about one
half of February.
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CHRONOLOGICAL AGE
Figure 1, Page 15, shows the chronological age
distribution of the group of 87 third-grade pupils who were
the subjects of the examination. This life age is calcu-
lated to the date of the administration of the Reading
Tests which were given during the latter half of December,
January, and the first part of February,
The chronological age range is from 6 years 11 months
to 12 years months,- a range of 5 years 1 month, with
the median at 8 years 5 months. The upper quartile is
at 9 years 10 months; the lower quartile at 7 years 7
months. This is a fairly normal class in age, following
a fairly normal curve of distribution, with a little skewing
at the upoer end due to the presence of four or five over-
age pupils.
In the group, grade repetitions had occurred as follows:
60 pupils had repeated no grade
9 pupils had repeated Grade 1
1 pupil had repeated Grade 2
1 pupil had repeated Grade 1 and Grade 2
3 pupils had repeated Grade 1 and Grade 3
1 pupil had repeated Grades 1, 2, and 3
pupil had received extra promotions, though
1 pupil had been admitted to the First Grade
earlier than the usual admission age.
11 ouoils* records are incomplete, they having
come into the local school system from out-
side the state without records of school
progress.
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Figure 2, page 17, gives the Binet Mental Age
distribution of the group. The fact must not be over-
looked that it is a very difficult matter to secure a real
mental age in many cases of reading disability, since even
with the Binet tests the non-readine: child meets difficulty.
While no leading psychologist believes that standardized
tests measure only native capacity, all agree that the de-
sired end in such tests is to obtain as close a measure of
native capacity as possible, Were this the case, the ideal
test would be as fair a measure of the non-reader's native
op
capacity as of the superior child's. Yet, in Dr. Durrell' soci
analysis of the Binet tests some interesting data are fur-
nished concerning the effect of reading ability upon intel-
ligence scores. The following tests were found to be signif-
icantly harder for the reading disability group; the vocab-
ulary tests of Years X, XII, and XIV; the Reading and Re-
port test in Year X; and the Abstract Words test and the Dis-
sected Sentence test in Year XII. However, since the Stan-
ford-Binet Test is relati/ely independent of items demand-
ing rearHnp: ability it is used as the basic measure of in-
telligence in this study.
The mental age range of the group is from 7 0/12 years
to 11 0/12 years, v/ith the median at 8 6/12 years. The
np^oer ouartile falls at 9 4/12 years; the lower at 8 0/12
years. This is a fairly representative third grade group
in range and in median mental age.
22Donald D. Durrell, Reading Disability in the Interme-
diate Grades
, Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Graduate School
of Education of Harvard University, 1930, op. 43
T9ai/B o:lt to 8JJ Y^io.
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INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
Figure 3, page 19, gives the Binet Intelligence
Quotient distribution of the group. The same limitations
hold in reference to intelligence quotients as to mental
ages, since both are derived from the same scale.
The intelligence quotients extend from .73 to 1.46,
with the median at .99, the upper quartile at 1.10 and the
lower quartile at .89
It is interesting at this point to recall the conclu-
sion reached by Dickson, 23 to the effect that studies,
relative to the relation between accomplishment and intel-
ligence quotient as compared with the relation between
accomplishment and mental age, indicate that while mental
age does indicate possibilities of accomplishment, yet the
child with normal or superior intelligence is likely to
have some advantage over the child of the same mental age
but with a low intelligence. The charts which follow on
the next few pages present some interesting confirmation
of this statement as regards errors in reading.
° ST. E. Dickson, Mental Tests and the Classroom
Teacher, p. 231
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READING GRADES
Figure 4, page 21, gives the distribution of reading
grades noted in the group of 87 third grade pupils. The
reading ability of this third grade, as measured by the
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading Number 1,
ranged from that of children three months through the first
grade to that of a child nine months through the sixth
grade, with the median about nine months through the third
grade. It is not uncommon to find pupils with high intelli-
gence scores making low or mediocre achievement scores, and
this type is represented here in the person of a child with
an I.Q. of 1,15, a mental age of 9 years 7 months, who has
been in school 3 years and is reading only at the level of
a child who has been 6 months in the 2nd grade; and of a.
second pupil with an I.Q. of 1.13, a mental age of 8 years
10 months, who also has been in school 3 years and is
reading at the level of a child G months through the 2nd
grade. On the other hand, we have causes of pupils of low
intelligence who made good or superior achievement scores:
outstanding among these are two boys with I.Q's of .88 and
.87, and I'.
A
1 a of 7 years 6 months and 7 years 8 months,
respectively, who are reading with the ability of children
6 months through the 5th grade. Children of both types
are special problems and must be dealt with as such. In-
telligence scores and mental ages indicate in a general
way potential capacity while achievement records set forth
the functioning abilities.
«8.B1
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
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ORGANIZATION OF THE DATA
The data are assembled under four main headings:
1. Errors in relation to Intelligence
2. Word Recognition and Word Analysis in relation to
Intelligence
3. Oral and Silent Reading Rates in relation to
Intelligence
4. Reading Comprehension in relation to Intelligence
1. READ I !TG ERRORS
In Figure 5, page 23, we find the distribution of the
oral readiner errors made by the entire group, as measured
by the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading
Test, Number 1, The same data appear in tabular form on
page 24, Table II,
At the outset of thid study the question was nronosed:
Are certain types of error confined to certain intelligence
levels? With so small a sampling of third-grade children,
87 pupils, the data of this study can scarcely be accepted
as conclusive, yet they do present considerable evidence
in support of the contention that the reading: difficulties
listed in Figure 5 are not confined to any one level of
intelligence, but are common to all derrrees of intelli-
gence represented in our study. The ratio in which they
appear in the upper and lower quart iles of the group will
be seen in Table IV, page 27.
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TABLE II SURVEY OF READING ERRORS
OF EIGHTY - SEVEN THIRD GRADE PUPILS
MEASURED BY DURRELL ANALYSIS OF READING DIFFICULTY
ORAL READING NUMBER ONE
Total Number of Errors 568
Number of Pupils Making No Error 14
Median Number of Errors per Pupil 6
Number of Pupils Showing Each Type of Difficulty
PHRASE READING
V/ord by word reading 22
Occasional phrase reading 24
Inadequate phrasing 30
VOICE , ENUNCIATION . AND EXPRESSION
Strained, high-pitched voice ..... 21
Monotonous tone 26
Inadequate expression 28
Volume too loud or too soft 21
Poor enunciation in all reading 2
Poor enunciation of difficult words. . 33
Poor enunciation of prompted words 14
Ignore punctuation 43
Habitual repetition of words 22
V/ORD RECOGNITION iUD ANALYSIS
Sight vocabulary too small 30
Errors on small words 33
Insertions and omissions . 39
Inaccurate guessing of words 36
Inadequate word mastery skills 28
Ignore wrong pronunciation 41
GENERAL READING HABITS
Head movements 30
Lose place easily 4
Use finger as pointer 10
Hold book incorrectly
Show signs of tenseness 9
Poor posture 8
Effort and attention low 2
Easily distracted 3
Lacks aggressiveness in attack 1
Shows aversion to reading
SS
.
•**•••
8S .
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table znr
TABLE INDICATING PERCENTAGE OF GROUP
5HOWING EACH TYPE. OF READING DIFFICULTY
WORD 6Y WORD READING
(27)
OCCASIONAL PHRAJE READING
INADEQUATE PHRASING
STRAINED HIGH PITCHED VOICE
MONOTONOUS TONE
Y///S/S////J
INADEQUATE EXPRESSION
J
VOLUME TOO LOUD OR TOO SOFT
H I
POOR ENUNCIATION IN ALL READING®
POOR ENUNCIATION OF DIFFICULT
POOR ENUNCIATION OF PEOMPTED
WORDS
WZZZZZZZZZZA
IGNORE. PUNCTUATION
HABITUAL REPETITION OF WORD
5
5IGHT VOCABULARY TOO 5MALL
ERRORS ON JMAIL V/OR.D3
INSERTIONS AND OMISSIONS
UZ2ZZZZZZZZ&
INADEQUATE GUESJLNG OF WORDS@
Y///77////M I
INADEQUATE WORD MASTERY SKILL
IGNORE. WRONG PRONUNCIATION
HEAD MOVEMENTS
©
LOSE PLACE. EASILY
V77a~
U5EL FINGER AS POINTER.
®
,Ea i
HOLD BOOK INCORRECTLY
SHOW SIGNS OF TENSENESS
POOE, POSTURE.
©
f
H I
EFFOET AND ATTENTION LOW
®
,E== ZT
EASILY DETRACTED
LACKS AGRESSIVENESJ IN ATTACK
®
,
I —
1
^HOWi AVfR5ION TO RfAPING
Y/////////A INDICATES PERCENTAGE OF GROUP JHOWING DIFFICULTY
|
I INDICATES PERCENTAGE OF GROUP NOTSHOWING DIFFICULTY
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Table III, on page 25, indicates the percentage of
the group which made each type of error. It will be noted
that certain of the errors are common to a large portion
of the group. Quite outstanding in this respect is the
ignoring of punctuation which was apparent in the reading
of 49?£ of the group, including pupils on the upper as well
as the lower level of intelligence. Second in the list of
frequency was the ignoring of wrong pronunciation, a fault
of 47$> of the group, occurring alike with bright and dull.
Inaccurate guessing at words was noted in 41^ of the group;
Z&fo made numerous errors on short words, and 34^ gave evi-
dence of an inadequate sight vocabulary, while 32S showed
inadequate word mastery skills. All of these errors were
noted on the higher as well as the lower intelligence
level, though their frequency was many times greater among
the duller pupils.
Table IV, page 27, gives a comparison of the errors
in relation to intelligence. The iiighest and lowest
quarters of the group have been selected for this compari-
son. It will be noted that while pupils in both quarters
made the same types of errors, the number of pupils making
each error is greater in the lower than in the upoer quar-
ter, the ratio varying with different types of error. The
median number of errors per pupil in the upoer quarter was
3.09; in the lower quarter, 8.18.
Figure 6, page 28, presents the same data in slightly
different form. Figure 7, page 29, gives a point profile
of the same material.
I J jbwlla lisJ -1 iU J.ij c#i-Q — •-'ft - FT 3>j Aid CifTOO
CA .allies visd-a^ra ijior djBuosfj.fiai
R 3BW \ons/jr:9Tl Tierft d-gsjotit < level
^9WO J CTT9 riose
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF ERRORS
MADE BY HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
AS DETERMINED BY INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS (Binet)
HIGHEST LOWEST
QUARTER QUARTER
Number of pupils making no error .... 7 2
Total number of errors 69 180
Median number of errors 3.09 8.18
Number of pupils showing each type of difficulty:
PHRASE READING
Word by word reading 4 8
Occasional phrase reading 2 8
Inadequate phrasing 3 11
VOICE
.
ENUNCIATION
.
AND EXPRESSION
Strained, high-pitched voice 4 1
Monotonous tone 5 11
Inadequate expression 4 9
Volume too loud or too soft .2 5
Poor enunciation of difficult words. . . 3 12
Poor enunciation of prompted words ... 2 4
Ignore punctuation • • 7 15
Habitual repetition of words 1 5
WORD RECOGNITION AND ANALYSIS
Sight vocabulary too small 1 12
Errors on small words 2 11
Word insertions and omissions 7 13
Inaccurate guessing on words 2 14
Inadequate word mastery skills . . , . • 2 12
Ignore wrong pronunciation 7 11
GENERAL READING HABIT8
Head movements 4
Use finger as pointer 3
Hold book incorrectly 1 2
Frowns, shows signs of tenseness .... 1 2
Poor posture, continually shifting ... 2 4
Intelligence Quotients in Highest Quarter ranged from
1.46 to 1.10
Intelligence Quotients in Lowest Q uarter ranged from
.90 to .73
p r
- 28 -
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FIGURE 7 COMPARISON OF ERRORS
MADE BY HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
AS DETERMINED BY BINET INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
(Highest Quarter,- Solid Line; Lowest Quarter , Broken Line)
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Table V, page 31, presents a comparison of the
errors made by the upper and lower Mental Age ouarters of
the group. As noted in remarks on Table IV, (Intelligence
Quotient Quartiles) both upper and. lower sections of the
group made the same types of errors, but the frequency
of the error is greater in the lower group than in the
upper. This difference is, however, not so marked in rela-
tion to mental age as it was in relation to intelligence
ouotient. The median number of errors for the highest
mental age quarter was 4.2 errors per pupil, as compared
with 3,09 in the highest intelligence quotient quarter.
The median number of errors for the lowest mental age
quarter was 7,5 errors per pupil, as compared with 8,18
in the lowest intelligence quotient quarter. This differ-
ence may be due in some measure to the fact, that while,
in the main, the make-up of the high I.Q, and high M.A.
auartiles is practically the same (see right hand column
of Figure 8, page 32), the presence there of two chronolog-
ically older pupils with average third-grade mental ages
Y/ould be likely to add to the number of the errors in this
group. Conversely, in the lower mental age quarter we find
some rather young pupils with relatively low mental ages
—
• (e.g., a boy of 6 years 11 months with a. mental age of
8 years months), but of good intelligence, whose pres-
ence in this quarter might tend to lessen the number of
errors in this quarter,
Fip-ure 8, page 32, presents the same data, in slightly
different form, Figure 9, page 33, Gcives a point orofile
of the same material.
mtMM09 bs Signer xscr aioTT© S.^ saw rrejxsi/p s^js Xsd
X/$cf d"39froX 3ftt TO** 8TOT*i9 to locffltx/n fl-Bl MM
yXJrfcxXs si ,JtfBb 9ct88 srfcr atnf>39iq ,S£ &^^q «& 8TXT5.M
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TABLE V COMPARISON OF ERRORS
MADS BY HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
AS DETERMINED BY MENTAL AGE (Binet)
Number of pupils making no errors
Total number of errors noted
Median number of errors
HIGHEST LOWEST
QUARTER QUARTER
7 2
94 165
4.2 7.5
Number of pupils showing each type
of difficulty:
PHRASE READING
Word by word reading . • 5 9
Occasional phrase reading 5 9
Inadequate phrasing 4 11
VOICE, ENUNCIATIuN
,
AND EXPRESSION
Strained, high-pitched voice 4
Monotonous tone 7 9
Inadequate expression 4 10
Volume too loud or too soft 6 7
Poor enunciation of difficult words. ... 5 10
Poor enunciation of prompted words .... 2 5
Ignores punctuation 8 11
Habitual repetition of words 3 6
WORD RECOGNITION AND WORD ANALYSIS
Sight vocabulary too small 3 8
Errors on small words 5 10
Word insertions and omissions 5 12
Inaccurate guessing on words 4 12
Inadequate word mastery skills 4 7
Ignores wrong pronunciation. 7 11
GENERAL READING HABITS
Head movements 5 11
Uses finger as pointer 3
Holds book incorrectly 2 1
Frowns, shows signs of tenseness 2
Poor posture; continual shifting ..... 2 2
Mental Ages in Highest Quarter ranged from 11-0/12 years
to 9-4/12 years.
Mental Ages in Lowest Quarter ranged from 8-0/12 years
to 7-0/12 years.
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FIGURE 9 COMPARISON OF ERRORS
MADE BY HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
AS DETERMINED 3Y BINET MENTAL AGE
(Highest Quarter,- Solid Line; Lowest Quarter , -Broken Line)
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Figure p»ge 3.4, shows the number of pupils making
varioue numbers of errors in Oral Reading TeBt Number 1,
Durrell Analysis of Reeding Dif f iculties . It is a graphic
summary of the material presented in Figure S, page 23,
the Bistri bution of Reading Difficulties in b Group of 87
Third-Grade Pupils, which hps formed the basis of the
investigation of oral reading errors made in this study.
fr&u££ io-5Howj/iG Number of Pupils Making various
NUA\BE£OF \H BM2ASRAPH5 3"*4 (okat:)
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2. WORD RECOGNITION AND WORD ANALYSIS
The purpose of this part of the study was to deter-
mine if children on different intelligence levels showed
significant differences in performances with flash word
tests and word analysis tests as provided in the Durrell
Analysis of Reading Difficulty, page 8. The data are or-
ganised on the basis of I,Q'e and M.A's as in other -oarts
of the study.
Table VI, page 36, gives the scores on both Word
Recognition and Word Analysis Tests, The question in mind
in assembling the data was this: Do any of these children
show special ability in one form of the test and poor
ability in the other? In general the answer is "!"o, M as
in most cases those who did well in one form of word mas-
tery did proportionately well in the other form. This
fact is reflected in the medians; for flashed words, 40;
for studied words, 64, There were, however, a few out-
standing exceptions. A score of on flash words was
coupled with a score of 47 on studied words; a 3 with 66,
and 2 with 59, a 5 with 42, all with the larger score on
the studied words. In one instance a pupil scored a.like
in both tests, and in one there was a score of 41 on flash
words to one of 34 on analysed words. But in general
there was a fairly regular proportion of gain on the word
Analysis over the quick word Recognition,
Figures 11 and 12, page 39, give the same distribu-
tion in graphic form.
,1? ftltfaff
tooct bfTJ8 Jest 9*ft *o arret enc nl y^i.ClcfjS laroocr? wons
. »l _ _
_
• (• r.^ fi f h n Kvr ^i^.'t' J? 1)"? "* nor! fit
aiffT .rarox igdtfo 9rf* at IIsw ^l9;fflflOlJToo;o«in-
0*- ,8 hTcw bgifaBlT: tot ;8ni3i.b9J<: orf* nl figJogProT a I tqgfl
-
nw h^avXaiXB rxo £5 to ono ehiCTr
oiow 9rft no nii?3 to noijToqoiq wlxissi: *ltt** * a«w 9T9rf*
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TABLE VI SCORES ON
FLASHED WORD - WORD Px^UNCIATION TlST
DURRELL ANALYSIS OF READING DIFFICULTY
Pupil Flashed Pronuncia- Pupil Flashed Pronuncia-
Word tion "><ord Number ord tion word
Score Score Score ocore
1. 61 C~\ A94 A *~743. 17 r-y a34
2. 41 43 A A44. 47
3. 36 52 A f~"45. 12 20
4. 76 96 A r*46. 89 93
5. 16 35 A PJ47. 41 74
6. 5 A O42 A O48. 16 r> yl64
7. 63 86 /i49. yi 141 34
8. 31 38 50
.
y5 ony9
9. 36 85 51. 4 13
10. 58 c4 CO yb noys
11. 17 r?oro c<2OO • c cbb o±
12. 30 o4 cyl /i n4U 1
L
13
.
38 c a c c00. OA A C4b
T A14, 83 qc bb • AO ob
15. 63 CObo COb r O by
16. 11 by • *to DOcy
17. 3 ±1 cr\bU •7T r
T O18. c cbb bl • T yl bl
T Oiy. 00<50 OQ<jy COb<o • QQCO y r
on20. 19 OO • r QQ- yo
21. 4 f r y C/1b*t • b ( QTyi
T Qiy C Cbb. T A AT4tJL
O 723 • A T41 A O4o c cbb. OQ<dy CTb±
24. T A14 0"ZCO cbo. 4o Q OOG>
25. 2 A4 r aQby A O4o r b
26. T O32 66 r«nrO OO y4
27. 11 ryn3y 71 CO cr b
28. ry a34 A O47 73. any<3 yo
29. 15 22 75 4o co5
30. 14 14 76. 86 86
31. 6 8 77. oyi<d4 CQoy
32. 73 93 78. 40 84
33. 24 31 79. 53 73
34. 25 51 81. 43 85
35. 61 83 82. 22 36
37. 50 89 83. 30 45
38. 46 51 84. 12 20
39. 38 47 85. 50 96
40. 57 75 86. 60 85
41. 40 68 87. 55 82
42. 64 93
Hedian for Flashed Words - 40
Median for Pronounced Words-64
•1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
.31
•
v r
•
-
o r
*
-r\
•
•
•
OS
*
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TABLE VII
FREQUENCY TABLE
OF
DIFFICULTIES tfOTED
IN
WORD ANALYSIS AMD WORD RECOGNITION TESTS
NUMBER OF
DIFFICULTIES CASES
1. Guesses at Word from Word Form 38
2. Sounds Elements Too Slowly 32
3. Flash Score Too Low 30
4. Silent Word Study Inadequate 23
5. Sounds Word Aloud by Syllables 23
6. Sounds Word Aloud by Single Sounds 22
7. Sounds Word Elements Inaccurately 22
8. Has No Method of Analysis 21
9. Enunciates Meaningless Sounds and Reads On .... 21
10. Unable to Put Sounds Together To Form Words. ... 20
11. Spells Word Out with Inadequate Results 17
12. Sounds Word Aloud by Blends 16
13. Sounds Word Aloud by Word Parts 16
14. Guesses at Word from Partial Sounding 14
15. Does Not Try Hard Words Unless Asked To 12
16. Enunciates Poorly When Prompted 11
17. Guesses at Word from Context 7
18. Looks Away from Word after Sounding 6
Table VII, page 37, presents a check list of the types
of difficulty noted in the part of the examination de-
voted to Word Recognition and Word Analysis tests. Here,
as in the errors in Oral Reading, pupils from all levels
of mental ability showed the same kinds of handicaps,
although the stumbling-blocks occurred with greater fre-
quency on the lower level. Exceptions were noted in the
cases of two boys, one with an I.Q. of 1.15, the other with
an I.Q. of 1.13, - both of whom suffered from fifteen of
the eighteen impediments listed above.
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Table VIII shows the comparison of the results on
these word recognition and word analysis tests in the
highest and lowest quarters of the group, the selection
being made on the basis of intelligence quotients.
The up-oer quartile medians were as follows :-
Flashed words median,- 61 words
Studied words median,- 85 words
Difference median,- 22 words
The lower quartile medians were as follows :-
Flashed words median,- 24 words
Studied words median,- 39 words
Difference median,- 13 words
Nothing of special significance was revealed by
this part of the study except the fact that the differ-
ence in word mastery between the groups seems, in general,
to be a part of the general variation in learning rates
between bright and dull pupils. The few exceptions which
occurred were noted under Table VI.
Table IX gives the same data on the basis of
Mental Age, with about the same results:
The upoer and lower quartile medians were as follows:
Upper Quartile Medians Lower Quartile Med ians
Flashed words, - 61 Fla.shed words, - 29
Studied words,- 85 Studied words, - 51
Difference, 22 Difference, 19
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TABLE VIII COMPARISON OF RESULTS
OF . FLASHED WORDS AND WORD PRONUNCIATION TESTS
IN HIGHEST AND LOWEST BINET I.Q. QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
Highest Quarter Lowest Quarter
I.Q. Flash. Pro. Diff. I.Q. Flash. Pro. Diff.
1.46 67 91 24 .89 15 22 7
1.39 47 79 32 .89 24 59 35
1.28 61 94 33 .88 46 51 5
1.19 72 94 22 .88 12 20 8
1.18 87 98 11 .87 76 96 20
1.18 25 51 26 .87 30 34 4
1.17 95 99 4 .87 2 47
1.15 83 96 13 .86 34 47 13
1.15 8 19 11 .86 23 36 13
1.15 65 81 16 .85 17 34 17
1.15 71 87 16 .84 24 31 7
1.14 48 85 37 .84 38 47 9
1.13 57 75 18 .82 6 8 2
1.13 93 98 5 .81 16 35 19
1.13 4 13 9 .81 31 38 7
1.12 61 83 22 .81 14 41 27
1.12 52 76 24 .79 3 66 63
1.11 36 85 49 .77 32 33 1
1.11 64 93 29 .75 47 47
1.10 41 43 2 .74 28 39 11
1.10 38 64 26 .73 29 51 22
Flashed Word Medians: Upper Quartile 61 words
Lower Quartile 24 words
V.'ord Pronunciation Medians: Upper Quart ile 85 words
Lower Quartile 39 words
Difference Medians
:
Upper Quart ile 22 words
Lower Quartile 13 words
a*, i
98.1
ex.
i
axil
ai.x
.
1
51.
1
ft r
oi!i
tU : m
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TABLE IX COMPARISON OF RESULTS
OF FLASHED WORD AND V/ORD PRONUNCIATION TESTS
IN HIGHEST AND LOWEST MENTAL AGE QUARTERS (Binet)
OF THE ' GROUP
Highest Quarter
M. A. Flash Pro. Diff
.
M. A.
Lowest
Flash
Quarter
Pro. Diff.
11-0 67 91 24 8-0 40 68 28
10-3 87 98 11 8-0 16 64 48
10-2 50 96 46 8-0 95 99 4
10-1 61 94 33 8-0 86 86
9-11 83 96 13 7-11 43 85 42
9-10 88 97 9 7-10 16 35 19
9-10 71 87 16 7-10 11 27 16
9-9 31 38 7 7-10 19 40 21
9-9 60 85 25 7-10 24 31 7
9-8 64 93 29 7-10 47 47
9-7 47 79 32 7-10 41 74 33
9-7 8 19 11 7-10 29 51 22
9-7 2 59 57 7-10 30 45 15
9-7 48 85 37 7-8 76 96 20
9-7 52 73 20 7-8 15 22 7
9-6 36 85 49 7-8 12 20 8
9-6 58 84 26 7-6 17 78 61
9-6 61 83 22 7-6 46 51 5
9-6 92 98 6 7-4 63 68 5
9-5 93 98 5 7-2 38 47 9
9-4 65 81 16 7-0 2 47 45
Flashed Words Medians: Upper Quarter 61 words
Lower Quarter 29 words
Word Pronunciation Medians: Upper Quarter 85 words
Lower Quarter 51 words
Difference Medians: Upper Quarter 22 words
Lower Quarter 19 words

3. HEADIffO RATES
Figure 13, page 43, gives the distribution of
Oral Reading Rates as measured by the Durrell Analysis
of Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading Test ?Tumber 1.
The range of rates as represented here is from 21 words
per minute to 319 words per minute, with the median at
122 words per minute.
Figure 14, page 43, gives the distribution of Silent
Reading Rates as measured by the Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulty, Silent Reading Test Number 3. The
range here is from 32 words per minute to 267 words per
minute, with the median at 126.5 per minute.
Very interesting differences will be noted in the
rates at which pupils read orally and silently. Some
pupils were found reading at the same rate by both methods,
(see table XII, page 48, the pupil with an I.Q. of 1.46
with an oral reading rate of 168 words per minute and an
exactly similar rate for silent reading). Some read
faster orally than silently (see table XII, page 48], and
others, as was to be expected, read silently at higher speed
than orally. . Further comment on this point follows Table
XII, page 48.
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Table X, page 45, gives a comparison of the oral
reading rates of the highest and lowest I.Q. (Binet)
quarters of the group. As was indicated on page 42, the
median oral reading rate for the entire group was 132
words per minute. In the highest I.Q. quarter of the
class the median rose to 132 words per minute; in the
lowest quarter, the median dropped to 108 words per minute.
Table XI, page 46, gives a ooraparison of the oral
reading rates of the highest and lowest Binet Mental Age
quarters of the group. Here the ur^per section has exact-
ly the same median, 132, as had the upper I.Q. quarter of
the class, but the lower quarter median rose from 108 in
the lower I.Q. quarter to 122 in the lower Mental Age
quarter. The range of reading rates in both I.Q, and M.A.
groups was from 21 to 219, but curiously enough the 31
fell in the lower section of the I.Q. group, but in the
upper section of the M.A. group: likewise, the 219 rate
fell in the upper section of the I.Q. group and in the
lower section of the M.A. group.
As has been mentioned previously, page 30, in regard
to errors, the explanationmay be found in the following
fact. The boy with the 21 reading rate is a dull over-age
boy, over 12 years of age with a mental age of 9 years
9 months,- a relatively fair mental age for a third grade
and so falling in the upper ouarter of M.A's, but in the
lower of I.Q's: the 219 rate boy is only 6 years and 11
months old, with a mental age of 8 years no months, and an
I.Q. of 1.16, who falling in the lower M.A. section may
raise the average rate of the group.
- *± -
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TABLE X ORAL READING RATES
COMPARISON OF READING RATES
QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
Binet I.Q.
Median Rate in Entire Group . . . 122 words per minute
Highest Quarter iiedian Rate . . . 132 words per minute
Lowest Quarter .'edian Rate. . . .108 words per minute
Range
,
- from 21 to 219 words per minute
Highest Quarter Lowest Quarter
I.Q. Words per I.Q. ><ords per
Minute Minute
1.46 . 168 .89 ..
1.28 . . 153
162 . 88 .
.
. 132
1.18 . . 136
. 84
1.17 . 219 .87 .. . 48
1.15 . . 121
45 .86 . . 125
1.15 . . 50
1.15 . .186 .84 .. . 109
1.14 . . 31
1.13 . 117 .82 .. . 44
1.13 . . 121
1.13 . . 21
1.12 . 132 . 31 . . . 125
. 108
1.11 . 96 .77 .. . 21
1.11 . . 56
1.10 . . 78
1.10 . 114 .73 .. . 150
Test Used for Measuring Oral Reading Rate:
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty , Oral
Reading #1.
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TABLE XI ORAL READING RATES
COMPARISON OF READING RATES
OF THE HIGHEST ^ID LOWEST QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
Binet Mental Ages
Median Rate in Entire Group 122 words per minute
Highest Quarter Median Rate 132 words per minute
Lowest Quarter Median Rate 121 words per minute
Range, - from 21 to 219 words per minute
Highest Quarter Lowest Quarter
M.A, Words per M.A. Words per
Minute Minute
11 0/12 yrs • • 168 8 0/12 yrs .. • • 97
10 3/12 yrs • • 126 8 0/12 yrs .. • • 34
10 2/12 vrs .
.
• • 90 8 0/12 yrs .
.
• • 219
10 1/12 yrs .. • • 124 8 0/12 yrs . • • 168
9 11/12 yrs . • • 138 7 11/12 yrs . • • 174
9 10/12 yrs . • • 186 7 10/12 yrs , • • 121
9 10/12 yrs . • • 186 7 10/12 yrs . • • 51
9 9/12 yrs .. • • 21 7 10/12 yrs , • • 132
9 9/12 yrs 138 7 10/12 yrs , • • 109
9 8/12 yrs • • 170 7 10/12 yrs . • • 56
9 7/12 yrs • • 132 7 10/12 yrs , • • 156
9 7/12 yrs • • 45 7 10/12 yrs , •
»
150
9 7/12 yrs . • • 114 7 10/12 yrs , • • 102
9 7/12 yrs . • • 114 7 8/12 yrs , • • 136
9 7/12 yrs . • • 132 7 8/12 yrs , • • 43
9 6/12 yrs .. • • 96 7 8/12 yrs , • • 132
9 6/12 yrs . • • 168 7 6/12 yrs . • • 112
9 6/12 yrs • • 132 7 6/12 yrs . «
•
153
9 6/12 yrs • • 126 7 4/12 yrs , • • 153
9 5/12 yrs . • • 186 7 2/12 yrs , * • 31
9 4/12 yrs . • • 150 7 0/12 yrs , > • * 48
Test Used for Measuring Oral Reading Rate:
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Oral
Reading #1.
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The objective of the consideration of the reading
rates of these pupils was to discover if brighter pupils
read at a consistently higher speed than did duller
children, or if the difference, if it existed, were
merely an incidental one. Tables XII and XIII were pre-
pared for the purpose of comparing the oral and silent
reading rates of the highest and lowest quarters of the
group, highest and lowest being determined in Table XII
on the basis of Einet Intelligence Quotients, - in T&ble
XIII on the basis of Binet Mental Age.
Table XII, page 48. In the highest I.Q. quarter,
the median oral reading rate was 132 words per minute,
as compared with a silent reading rate of 150.0, a dif-
ference of 18 words per minute. In the lowest I.Q.
auarter, the median oral reading rate was 108 words per
minute as compared with a silent reading rate of 120 words
per minute, a difference of 12 words per minute. This
would seem to indicate that whatever difference exists is
a part of the general mental slowness of the dull pupils, a
matter of degree rather than of kind. This means that in
reading, as in other matters, the bright children surge ahead
faster than the dull ones, mastering the mechanics more quick'
ly, and so freeiner the attention from details as to be able
to increase the amount grasped at a single glance. For
the purposes of the teacher there is nothing significant
in this except an acknowledgement of the slower rate of
progress to be expected from the duller quarter*
ftX
fcf a.
)J1 8i 91!
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TABLE XII COMPARISON OF
ORAL AND SILENT READING RATES
OF HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
AS DETERMINED BY INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS (Bj.net)
ORAL SILENT
READING READING
Median Reading Rate in the Entire
Group of 82 Pupils . 122 126.5
Highest Quarter Median Rate 132 150.0
Lowest Quarter Median Rate 108 120.0
Range in Entire Group (82 pupils).. 21 to 219; 32 to 267
Highest Quarter
I.Q. Oral Rdg. Silent I.Q. Oral Rdg. Silent
Rate Rdg. Rate Rate Rdg. Rate
1.46 • • • 168 • • • t 168 .89 123 • • • . 126
1.29 • • • • 132 • • * • 138 .89 43 • • • . 74
1.28 • • • • 124 • • • • 180 .88 153 • • i . 168
1.19 • • • • 162 • • • • 174 .88 132 • • • . 120
1.18 • • • » 126 • • • • 72 .87 136 • • • . 267
1.18 • • • • 132 • • • • 102 .87 84 • • • . 96
1.17 • • • • 219 • • • • 258 .87 48 • • • . 65
1.15 • • • • 138 • • • • 186 .86 121 • • • . 144
1.15 • • • • 45 • • • • 68 .86 125 « • • . 155
1.15 • • • • 150 • • • • 180 .85 50 • • • . 52
1.15 • • • • 186 • • • • 246 .84 109 • • • . 114
1.14 • • • • 114 • • • • 126 .84 31 • • • . 61
1.13 • • • • 117 • • • • 132 .82 44 • • • . 33
1.13 • • • • 186 • • • • 216 .81 121 • • • . 215
1.13 • • • • 39 • • • • 78 .81 . 21 • • • . 32
1.12 • • • • 132 • • • • 150 .81 125 • • • . 162
1.12 • • • • 150 • • • • 150 .79 108 • • • . 168
1.11 • » • • 96 • • • • 94 .77 21 • • • . 60
1.11 • • • • 170 • • • • 246 .75 56 • • • . 65
1.10 • • • • 128 • • • • 129 .74 78 • • • . 133
1.10 • • • • 114 • • • • 102 .73 150 • • • . 132
Unit of Measurement, - words read per minute.
Tests Used: For Oral Reading, - Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading, #1.
For Silent Reading, *- Tbid. , Silent
Reading, #3.
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Table XIII, page 50, In the highest M.A. quarter
the median oral reading rate was 132, (exactly the same
as in the highest I«Q. quarter), and the median silent
reading rate was 138 words per minute, a difference of
36 words per minute. In the lowest M.A, quarter the
median oral reading rate was 121 words per minute, and
the median silent rate was 114 words per minute, a differ-
ence of 7 words per minute, but with this difference in
favor of oral reading rather than of silent as was true
in all other cases. This unusual finding may perhaps have
more than one explanation. However, it is possible that it
may be due to the following cause. In the Oral Reading Test
unknown words were pronounced for the reader and he was able
to go forward getting some assistance from the context and
some from his skill at word mastery. In the Silent Heading
Test this same assistance was offered, the child being tol^
that any unknown words would be pronounced for him, but as a
matter of fact, no such help was asked for. This being the
case, i.e., no help being given on difficult words, the dull
pupil 8, or the younger childre?, as the case may be, may have
been forced to slow up the reading process or to give up
entirely, before the paragraph was completed.. In any case
this can be only a partial explanation, rs exactly the same
conditions held for the I.Q. groups in which the silent
reading rate for the lowest quarter exceeded the rate for
oral reading, as was to be expected.
ur a In
III
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TABLE XIII CuidPARISON OF
ORAL AND SILENT READING RATES
OF HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
• OF THE GROUP
AS DETERMINED BY BINET MENTAL AGE
ORAL SILENT
READING READING
Median Reading Hate in the Entire
Group of 82 Pupils ... 122 126.5
Highest Quarter Median Rate 132 168.0
Lowest Quarter Median Rate * 121 114.0
Range 21 to 219; 32 to 267
Highest Quarter Lowest Quarter
$ • —
M.A. Oral Rdg. ' Silent LI. A. Oral Rdg. Silent
Rate Rdg. Rate Rate Rdg. Rate
11 0/12 ... 168 . 168 8 0/12 • • • . 97 • • • • 132
10 3/12 ... 126 .. . . . 72 8 0/12 • • • . 34 • • • • 78
10 2/12 ... 90 . . . . 78 8 0/12 • • • . 219 • • • • 258
10 1/12 ... 124 ... . 180 8 12 • • • . 168 • • • • 204
9 11/12 ... 138 ... . 186 7 11/12 • • • . 174 • • • • 114
9 10/12 . • . 186 . 204 7 10/12 • m m . 121 • • • • 215
9 10/12 ... 186 . 246 7 10/12 • • • . 51 • • • • 52
9 9/12 . . • 21 ... . 32 7 10/12 • * • . 132 • • • • 86
9 9/12 138 . 168 7 10/12 • • • . 109 • • • • 114
9 8/12 . • • 170 ... . 246 7 10/12 • • • . 56 • • • • 65
9 7/12 ... 132 . 138 7 10/12 • • • . 156 • • • • 108
9 7/12 ... 45 ... . 68 7 10/12 • • • . 150 • • • • 132
9 7/12 • • • 114 . 127 7 10/12 • • • . 102 • • • • 114
9 7/12 ... 114 ... . 126 7 8/12 • • • . 136 • • • • 267
9 7/12 ... 132 . 182 7 8/12 • • • . 43 • • • • 78
9 6/12 ... 96 . . . . 94 7 8/12 • • • . 132 • • • • 120
9 6/12 ... 168 . 168 7 6/12 • • • . 112 • • • • 108
9 6/12 . • • 132 . 150 7 6/12 • • • . 153 • • • • 168
9 6/12 ... 126 ... . 126 7 4/12 • • • . 153 • • • • 155
9 5/12 . • • 186 ... . 216 7 2/12
0/12
• • • . 31 • • • • 61
9 4/12 ... 150 ... . 130 7 • • • . 48 • • • • 65
Unit of Measurement, - words read per minute.
Test 3 Used: For Oral Reading, Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulty, Oral Reading #1.
For Silent Reading, - Ibid,, Silent Rdg. #3.
<
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In this connection it may be of interest to quote two
authorities. In the manual accompanying the third grade
book of the Child-Story Readers24 we find this statement;
3y the beginning of the third grade, pupils should read
more rapidly silently than orally. If pupils are found in
the third grade who are not more rapid in silent reading
they should be given special attention. If they rank below
the class rate of oral reading, the explanation for their
slow silent reading probably lies in the fact that they do
not have an adequate mastery of the mechanics of reading.
If, on the other hand, they rank the average in rate of oral
reading, they should be given frequent opportunity to read
simple, interesting selections silently. Investigations by
Or
O'Brien ° and others have demonstrated that reading rate can
be materially increased. Specific training in increasing
speed of reading is likely to increase the differences,
rather than lessen them between members of a class.
Eleanor M. Johnson, Third Reader Manual for The
Child-Story Readers, Chicago, Lyons and Cr.rnahan, 1928,
p. 114
PR
J. A. 0»Brien, Reading . Its Psycholop-y and Pedagogy.,
Century Comps.ny, ?Ter York, 1926, p. 287
Boston University
School of Education
Library
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In general, emphasis on the increase in speed will result
in greater progress from the bright and rapid readers. One
reason for this is often due to reading defects which retard
the progress of slow readers. The most important reason,
however, is the variation in the learning rate of different
pupils. It is generally recognized that the teacher should
not, at least for any length of time, emphasize the pupils*
training in speed to the neglect of thought-getting.
Emphasis should be placed upon thought-getting as well as
on securing an increase in the rate of reading. (In this
connection see Figure 15, page 53)
Figure 15, page 53, displays the relation existing in
this group between reading errors and oral reading rate, as
measured by the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty,
Oral Reading Test Number 1. The chart shows a negative cor-
relation, with the slow readers, in the main, making a large
number of errors, and the more rapid readers few errors:
e.g., the boy with the rate of more than 210 words per minute
made no errors, while the two pupils with oral reading rates
of 21 words per minute made 34 and 35 errors each. These are
the extremes in the group, but the chart gives considerable
evidence to supoort the claim that, at least up to a certain
point, those who read raoidly are more correct readers than
those who rea^i more slowly. There is, of course, a noint
beyond which reading rate loses its significance as a measure
of ability.
,
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nQMH <5- CORRELATION BETWEEN "RAT? WJ) EKR0R5
AS MEASURED BY JJURRELL "READING ANAIYSlS
TOTALS 5 4 8
14
5r
34
35
34
35
3*
11
30
48
IT
216
25
1+
23
22
311
20
18
If
14
15
14
13
12
11
10
8
8
11
1
O [l£jt»gO f» fO tO f> gOJfP fig ji — BO >fr Ml IU f|» H» W» V$
NUMBER OF WORDS "READ PER MINUTE
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4. READING COMPREHENSION
Table XIV, page 54, shows the comprehension grades
received by the eighty-seven third-grade pupils as meas-
ured by the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Oral
Reading Test Number 1. The significance of these grades
is somewhat impaired by the fact that in this test un-
known words were pronounced for the reader and thus his
comprehension of the material may have been somewhat in-
creased. The same privilege was granted later for the
comprehension test in silent reading, but, as a matter
of fact, no child availed himself of this opportunity.
Of the 87 individuals taking the test, 13 received a
grade of poor in comprehension of the material read, 39
were scored fair, and 35 were marked good.
TABLE XIV COMPREHENSION FREQUENCY
AS '^ASURED BY PARAGRAPHS 3 and 4, ORAL READING #1
DURRELL A: TALYSI8 OF READING DIFFICULTIES
COMPREHENSION GRADES
RECEIVED BY 87 PUPILS
NUMBER OF PUPILS
RECEIVING EACH GRADE
POOR 13
10
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Carrying through the method used, in connection with
reading errors and with reading rates in earlier parts of
this study, the matter of reading comprehension has been
considered first on the basis of Binet Intelligence
Quotients and secondly on the basis of Binet Mental Age.
Table XV, page 56, gives a comparison of the memories
of the highest and lowest intelligence quotient quarters
in both oral and silent reading comprehension. The median
number of oral reading memories of the entire group was
32.5; of the highest I.Q. quarter, 35,0, and of the
loweBt I.Q, quarter, 28.0, a difference of 7 memories.
In silent reading, the group median was 26 memories; the
highest I.Q. quarter median was 27 memories, and the lowest
I.Q. quarter median was 22 memories, a difference of five
memories. Summarizing from Table XV we may say that it is
fair to conclude that better comprehension may, on the
whole, be expected of those with high intelligence quotients,
than of those with low. The degree of comprehension seems,
with few exceptions, to be a part of the general highness
or lowness of general intelligence.
WW
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TaBL^ XV COMPREHENSION
COMPARISON OF MEMORIES
OF HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
OF THE GROUP
AS DETERMINED BY INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS (Binet)
ORAL SILENT
READING READING
Median Memories in Entire Group .... 32.5 26.0
(82 pupils)
Highest Quarter Median 35.0 27.0
Lowest Quarter Median 28.0 22.0
Highest Quarter Lowest Quarter
I.Q. Oral Rdg. Silent Rdg. I.Q. Oral Rdg. Silent Rdg.
Memories Memories Memories Memories
1.46 • • • • .89 • • • •
1.29 • • • • .89 • • • •
1.28 • • • • .88 • • • •
1.19 • • • • . . . 27 .88 • • • •
1.18 • • • • .87 • • • • 19 ..
1.18 • • • • .87 • • • •
1.17 • • • • .87 • • • •
1.15 • • • • .86 • • • • 23 . . . . . 30
1.15 • • .86 • • • • 28 . .
1.15 • • • • , 32 .85 • • • • 29 .
1.15 • • • • .84 • • • •
1.14 • • • • . . . 29 .84 • • • •
1.13 • • • • .82 • • • •
1.13 • • • • . . . 29 .81 • • • •
1.13 • • • • .81 • • • • 29 . .
1.12 • • • • .81 • • • •
1.12 • • • • .79 • • • •
1.11 • • • • , . . 28 .77 • • • •
1.11 • • • • 38 . . . . . . 29 .75 • • • •
1.10 • • • • .74 • • • • 25 ..
1.10 • • • • , , . 22 .73 • • • •
Tests Used:
For Oral Reading Recall, - Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading #2.
For Silent Reading Recall, - Durrell Analysis
of Reading Difficulty, Silent
Reading Test.
(Li
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Table XVI, page 58, furnishes the same data as Table
XV, with the difference that the selection of highest and
lowest quarters is based on Mental Age rather than on In-
telligence Quotient. With few exceptions here, as in
Table XV, the children on the higher end of the scale
showed better comprehension of what they had read than did
those on the lower level. As in previous sections of this
study, the mental age quarters were somewhat disturbed in
the upper level by the presence of a few dull over-age
pupils whose scores were the exception referred to above,
and in the lower level by the presence there of a few
bright under-age pupils whose scores tended to lessen the
difference between the quarters. This recalls once more
the conclusion of Dickson that given two children of
approximately the same mental age; but one a chill, over-
age pupil with a low intelligence quotient, and the other
a normal or superior child, the probability is that the
younger, normal child will do better in reading (as nrob-
ably in other subjects) than the older mentally retarded
child, even though the two are of the same mental age.
The child with normal intelligence is likely to have some
advantage over the child with the same mental age but of
lower intelligence.
V. E. Dickson, Mental Tests and the Classroom
Teacher.
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TABLE XVI COMPREHEiTSION
COMPARISON OF MEMORIES
OF HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUARTERS
OF THE GRuUP
AS DETERMINED BY BINET MENTAL AGE
ORAL SILENT
READING READING
Median Memories in the Entire Group,
(82 pupils)
Highest Quarter Median
Lowest Quarter Median
Range,-
32.5 26.0
36.0 29.0
.. 31.0 24.0
.. 7 to 38 6 to 34
Hlffheat Quarter Lowes t quarter
M.A. Oral Rdg. Silent Rdg. M.A. Oral Rdg. Silent Rdg.
Memories Memories Memories Memories
11 0/12 ...37 29
10 3/12 ...33 30
10 2/12 . . .25 13
10 1/12 ...37 24
9 11/12... 37 33
8 10/12... 38 34
9 10/12... 35 18
9 9/12... 29 16
9 9/12... 38 29
9 8/12... 38 29
9 7/12... 36 30
9 7/12... 27 6
9 7/12... 36 19
9 7/12... 37 29
9 7/12. . .38 30
9 6/12... 35 28
9 6/12... 32 18
9 6/12. . .34 23
9 6/12... 36 19
9 5/12... 36 29
9 4/12... 37 32
8 0/12 ...33 30
8 0/12 ...29 24
8 0/12 . . .32 23
8 0/12 . . .30 23
7 11/12 . . .31 29
7 10/12 ...35 31
7 10/12 . . .37 30
7 10/12 . ..32 33
7 10/12 ... 7 7
7 10/12 ...32 33
7 10/12 . . .29 25
7 10/12 . . .27 18
7 10/12 ...34 24
7 8/12 ...19 17
7 8/12 ...19 19
7 8/12 ...31 22
7 6/12 ...36 27
7 6/12 ...34 27
7 4/12 ...23 18
7 2/13 .. .28 27
7 0/12.... 26 22
Tests Used:
For Oral Reading Recall,- Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading #2.
For Silent Reading,- Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulty, Silent Reading Test.
M
Figure 16, page 60, gives the correlation between
reading rate and comprehension, as measured, by the Durrell
Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Test Number 1. This cor-
relation suffers from the same limitations noted in remarks
on Table XIV, page 54. The good comprehension noted here
in the cases of so many slow readers is, no doubt, accounted
for, at least in part, by the fact tha.t^ comprehension was
aided by the pronouncing by the examiner of unknown words
for the readers. On the other hand the poor comprehension
of the reader whose rate of oral reading was over 210 words
per minute may in some measure be accounted for by the fact
that he is not yet seven years of age and. has had little in
his previous experience in the way of constructive or imagin-
ative play activity. His years of life do not eoual those
of other rapid readers in the group. In a later silent read-
ing test in which his rate was 258 words per minute he
ranked amoncr those with good comprehension, and in a second
oral reading test he scored likewise among those with good
comprehension aial a rate of 219 words a minute.
In general, according to most authorities, and con-
firmed by the data in Tables XV and XVI, there is a hi^h
correlation between speed of reading and. 8.bility to get
thought from the material read. Rapid readers according
27to Spencer, are usually the most thoughtful readers. One
should not, however, place too much emohasie uoon the ef-
fect of one of these abilities ur>on the other. Intelligence,
richness of experience, and good instruction are among the
underlying factors which produce this high correlation,
27
Paul P.. Spencer, Teaching Manual Thouprht- Stud y Readers ,
Chicago, Lyons & Carnahan, 1932, p. 26
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Summary of Findings
1. Errors in Oral Reading appeared in the following
order of frequency:
Ignore punctuation ... 43; Ignore wrong Denunciation ... 41
Insert and omit words 39; Guess inadequately at words . • 36
Enunciate difficult Make numerous errors on
words poorly .. 33; small words •• 33
Phrase inadequately . . 30; Sight vocabulary too small ... 30
Hake head movements .. 30; Word mastery skills inade-
quate 28
Expression inadeouate 26; Read in monotonous tone s • • • • • • 26
Occasional phrase read- Habitual repetition of
ing. .. 24; words 22
Word by word reading.. 22; Read with strairad high-
pitched voice 21
Volume too loud or Enunciate prompted words
too soft .... 21; poorly 14
Use finger as pointer. 10; Show signs of tenseness 9
Hold book incorrectly 8; Show poor posture 8
Loae place easily .... 4; Easily distracted 3
Enunciate poorly in all Display Door effort and
reading.... 2; attention...... 2
Lack aggressiveness in
attack 1; 8how aversion to reading
t • • %
* «
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2. Errors in Word Analysis and Word Recognition were
noted in this order of frequency:
Guess at word from word form 38
Sound word elements toe slowly 32
Flash word score too low 30
Silent word study inadequate 23
Sound word aloud by syllables 23
Sound word aloud by single sounds 22
Sound word elements inaccurately 22
Hfj.ve no method of analysis 21
Enunciate meaningless sounds and read on 21
Unable to put sounds together to form words 20
Spell word out with inadequate results 17
Sound word aloud by blends 16
Sound word aloud by word parts 16
Guess at words from pa.rtial sounding • 14
Do not try hard words unless asked to . . 12
Enunciate poorly when prompted 11
Guess at word from context 7
Look away from word after sounding 6
3. On the basis of data, gathered in this study the
general conclusion is reached tha,t all types of error
are to be found on all levels of intelligence, but that
their frequency, with one or two non-significant ex-
ceptions, is greater on the lower levels.
4. These data also confirm the findings of previous
studies that there is a fairly high degree of relation-
ship in both liental Age and Intelligence Quotient to
Reading Progress. In this study no really significant
difference is shown in the degree of relationship
between Mental Age and Reading Difficulties and Intel-
ligence Quotient and Reading Difficulties.
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Concomitant findings assembled in this experiment
concerning: reading rate and reading comprehension, coincide
with the findings of earlier studies, to the effect, that
there is a definite correlation between rate and reading
errors, and between rate and comprehension. Comment on
the few exceptions to these relationships accompany tables
of rate and comprehension in the text. In general, the
children on the higher mental levels of this group read
with greater speed and better comprehension, a s v?ell as
with fewer errors, than did those on the lower levels
of intelligence.
In conclusion, then, the results of this study would
seem to confirm the belief already expressed by students
of this subject that the differences between bright and
dull children are differences of degree and not of kind;
that, in general, superior children are superior readers
and inferior children are inferior readers, with an occa-
sional pupil with a high intelligence score making a low
or mediocre achievement scrore in reading, or, on the
other hand, a pupil of low intelligence rating showing
a superior achievement score in reading. There seems to
be no definite line of separation between various levels,
either in general intelligence or in reading achievement;
one group gradually merges into the next, with occasionally
an individual performance on one level corresponding to
that exoected from a higher or lower level. This emphasizes
9L9 r
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the fact that, particularly in the lower evades, teaching
for the various levels need not be of different kinds, but
provision must be made for varying rates of progress,
teaching units of different proportions, and repetitions
more or less frequent as the particular level demands.
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